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The program is easily modified (changing only one line of code) so that it will also find the best move in
this sense. I prefer, however, to calculate only anyone of the best moves with respect to the draw/win
definition because this takes less time. My program, available via ftp, does so.
Finally, I grant that the phrase "playing optimally" may be misunderstood. Yet I hope that the content of the
article and this explanatory contribution between them made it quite clear that I never confused optimality
with the shortest path to mate.
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ABSTRACT
Traditional best1irst search for optimal solutions quickly runs out of space even for problem
instances of moderate size, and linear-space search has unnecessarily long running times since
it cannot make use of available memory. For using available memory effectively, we
developed a new generic approach to heuristic search. It integrates various strategies and
includes ideas from bidirectional search. Due to insights into different utilizations of available
memory, it allows the search to use limited memory effectively. Instantiations of this approach
for two different benchmark domains showed excellent results that are statistically significant
improvements over previously reported results: for finding optimal solutions in the IS-Puzzle
we achieved the fastest searches of all those using the Manhattan distance heuristic as the only
knowledge source, and for a scheduling domain our approach can solve much more difficult
problems than the best competitor. The most important lessons we learned from the
experiments are first, that also in domains with symmetric graph topology selecting the right
search direction can be very important, and second, that memory can - under certain
conditions - be used much more effectively than by traditional best-first search.
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